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The Hon Justice Dennis Cowdroy OAM

On 15 March 2006 the Hon Justice
Dennis Cowdroy was sworn in as a judge
of the Federal Court of Australia.  

His Honour was an acting judge in the Land and Environment
Court of New South Wales from 1997 to 1999 and was appointed
as a judge of the Land and Environment Court on 1 July 1999. His
Honour is a commander in the Royal Australian Navy Reserve.

Cowdroy J was educated at Sydney Church of England Grammar
School at Sydney, attended the University of Sydney, completing a
degree of Bachelor of Laws in 1967, and from 1968 to 1969 studied
at Kings College at the University of London, completing a Master
of Laws and a Diploma of Air and Space Law. His Honour
commenced articles with Fisher McKemmish with JT Ralston and
Son in February 1962 and was admitted as a solicitor in 1967,
working with J D Moors of JT Ralston and Son. In 1971 his Honour
was admitted as a barrister and in 1989 appointed as queen’s
counsel. His Honour was also called to the Bar in both Lincolns Inn
and Ireland.  He is an honorary life member and National Trustee
of the RSL, and was closely involved in the establishment in 1993
of Australia’s Tomb to an Unknown Soldier at the Australian War
Memorial.  His Honour was awarded the Order of Australia Medal
in 1995 for services to the RSL, the law and the community. 

The Commonwealth attorney general spoke on behalf of the
Australian Government, Glenn Martin QC for the Australian Bar
Association and the Law Council of Australia, Michael Slattery QC
for the New South Wales Bar Association, and June McPhie for the
solicitors of New South Wales. 

Of his Honour’s immensely varied practice, covering industrial
relations, trade practices, corporations law, defamation, family law,
equity and common law, Slattery QC said  

As soon as you came to the Bar in 1971 you developed the kind of

practice as junior counsel that attracted the admiration of your

contemporaries.  You regularly appeared in the High Court on behalf

of the Commonwealth with that master of the Constitution, Sir

Maurice Byers, in challenges to the validity of the Trade Practices Act,

the Family Law Act, and other Commonwealth statutes, and you

frequently advised as Sir Maurice’s junior. … Federal Court

jurisdiction became something of a specialty practice area for your

Honour.  Your Honour practised in bankruptcy, aviation law, matters

under Part IV of the Trade Practices Act, and in Admiralty.  Your

Honour appeared in the Amann  litigation, in Concrete Constructions 
New South Wales v Nelson and in Hawkins v Clayton.

In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, any barrister briefed to

appear against a major New South Wales Government authority such

as Pacific Power, the Roads and Traffic Authority and the Sydney Port

Authority, often had the civilised experience of encountering your

Honour as a redoubtable opponent.

None of this happened, of course, without hard work.  Your Honour

was renowned as a diligent and detailed planner of all your cases and

an industrious producer of paperwork.  This quality was just what was

required in one of the great cases of the 1980s in which you were

involved.

The attorney had noted that in the mid-1980s his Honour
appeared as junior counsel to Mr Ian Callinan in the landmark
Mudginbury litigation.  The attorney said:

This matter arose from an industrial dispute at the Northern Territory

meatworks where workers negotiated pay and conditions directly

with their employer.  The subsequent union picket line lasted four

months and sparked litigation that continued for over two years,

proceedings on appeal several times from the Federal Court to the

full Federal Court and then to the High Court of Australia.  It set

precedents for matters arising under the Trade Practices Act,

particularly where the secondary boycott provisions, the law of

damages and the law of contempt of court were involved.

Your Honour also appeared in a number of other Trade Practices

cases, particularly in the areas of business relationships, market

share fair trading, and misleading and deceptive conduct.

Cowdroy J recalled Sir Maurice:

Sir Maurice was a larger than life character, substantial in build and

presence, yet with a mild voice.  He would often analyse a statutory

provision, often considering a single word for hours in order to

determine its correct interpretation.  The respect with which he was

held by the High Court Bench was awesome.  I recall in one matter,

Sir Maurice rose to his feet and said to the full Bench, ‘Your Honours,

this case raises a matter of some importance.’  Sir Garfield Barwick

replied, ‘We assumed that by your presence here, Sir Maurice.’  What

a rare treat it was to witness such an exchange.

During my life at the Bar and on the Bench it became very apparent

that legal principles continue to be developed and refined and that

judicial minds may differ.  For example, at the Bar I appeared for the

Justice Cowdroy in chambers.
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plaintiff in a professional negligence case, Hawkins v Clayton. The

case was unsuccessful before the Supreme Court judge and was also

unsuccessful 2:1 in the Court of Appeal.  The High Court, however,

upheld the appeal and decided in my client's favour by a majority of

3:2.  In all, nine excellent judicial minds had heard that case, yet five

of the nine decided the case differently to the majority of the High

Court.

His Honour also referred to the creation of the Federal Court:

The Constitutional debates refer to the Federal Supreme Court and

other federal courts.  The Federal Supreme Court was created in 1903

by the Judiciary Act, and is now known as the High Court of

Australia.  Since the High Court was invested with both appellate and

original jurisdiction, the creation of this court lay dormant for over

60 years.  However, in 1964, two barristers of the Sydney Bar, Maurice

Byers and Paul Toose, published an article drawing attention to the

need to create the Federal Court.

Its creation in 1976 by the Federal Court of Australia Act was timely.

In 1975, I appeared in a matter in the original jurisdiction of the

High Court.  The hearing lasted 10 weeks.  It could scarcely be

contemplated today that the High Court could hear such a case.

Instead, the Federal Court now hears such disputes.  Additionally,

the volume of Commonwealth law is rapidly increasing.  When

created, this court had jurisdiction in respect of 17 statutes.  That

number has increased to 167.

The Act creating this court in 1976 was the 4882nd Act passed by 

the Commonwealth Parliament. Now, more than 10,700 Common-

wealth statutes have been enacted. This means that the number of

laws passed by the Commonwealth in the last 30 years is more than

the entire number passed in the preceding 75 years.

The New South Wales Bar and the University of Sydney Law

School have an extraordinarily strong historical association.  The

law school has provided well over half of the current members of

the New South Wales Bar and, prior to the establishment of law

schools at the University of New South Wales, Macquarie

University, the University of Technology and elsewhere, it was

from the University of Sydney Law School that the vast majority

of New South Wales barristers received their legal training.

The relationship has been far from ’one-way‘.  Over its entire life,

the Bar has supplied any number of lecturers and tutors to the

University of Sydney Law School.  That tradition continues

today.  It is a tradition which has been made practically possible

by the close proximity of the law school to the Bar. 

As is now well known, that proximity will largely cease in 2009

when the Faculty of Law will move to the main university

campus (although most post-graduate courses will still be taught

from Phillip Street).  This move has been much debated over a

significant period of time.  It is no longer up for debate.  In the

words of Professor Ron McCallum AO, Dean of the Law School:

The ambitious new law complex will give students access to

purpose-built facilities and the latest technology supporting

innovative teaching and cutting-edge research.  A state of the art

moot court, mediation training rooms and the comprehensive law

library will provide much needed resources that are critical to the

teaching and understanding of law and legal issues in the new

millennium.  … As Australia’s oldest law school, we have made an

enormous contribution to the country’s intellectual and legal life.

Now we have the opportunity to generate fresh ideas, set new

standards and raise the bar for every future law student.  Coming

home to the campus community will give our students a more-

rounded education that will help them develop their values, reach

their potential and become passionate and informed members of

our society.

These are worthy aspirations and it is hoped that the

philanthropic tradition which has and continues to underpin

and enrich the greatness of both Oxbridge and the universities of

the United States of America will recommend itself to members

of the New South Wales Bar.  A donation of as little as a day’s fees

(fully tax deductible) will greatly enhance the achievement of

this worthy and worthwhile project.

Sydney University Law School new building appeal
By Peter Garling SC & Andrew Bell

Details in relation to, and images of, the new building are available at www.law.usyd.edu.au/about/new_building.shtm

Gifts may be given online at www.alumniandfriends.usyd.edu.au/unauthmakegift.asp

Any enquiries to Guy Houghton at ghoughton@vcc.usyd.edu.au


